
Natural finish pressure treated redwood can be washed down with a mild 
detergent. More stubborn surface marks can be removed with a light, hand 
sand with a 120 grit, or higher grade sandpaper. Excessive sanding should be 
avoided.

Maintaining the optional FSC ertified treated redwood finish®-c

Stained, pressure treated redwood will need to be re-coated after a period of 
time. The stain can either start to fade, become dull (oxidised) or incur some 
surface break up. Lightly sand down the timber using a 120 grit, or higher 
grade sandpaper. We recommend that the timber is re-stained with the original 
stain colour and manufacturer. Details can be obtained from Street design 
Limited. Apply the stain evenly, with brush strokes running parallel with the 
woodgrain, in thin layers, building up the finish as recommended by the stain 
manufacturer.

Maintaining the standard FSC ertified treated redwood finish®-c

General

Maintaining the optional FSC ertified hardwood finish®-c

Maintaining the standard FSC ertified hardwood finish®-c

All Diplomat planter products are manufactured using quality materials, treatments and finishes.
The timber components are manufactured from either FSC ertified treated redwood or FSC ertified ® ®-c -c
hardwood.
All products require a varied amount of maintenance, depending on the environment, usage and weather 
conditions.  Natural timber will only require cleaning. In time, stained timber will require
re-coating.

Stained, hardwood will need to be re-coated after a period of time. The stain 
can either start to fade, become dull (oxidised) or incur some surface break 
up. Lightly sand down the timber using a 120 grit, or higher grade 
sandpaper. We recommend that the timber is re-stained with the original 
stain colour and manufacturer. Details can be obtained from Street design 
Limited. Apply the stain evenly, with brush strokes running parallel with the 
woodgrain, in thin layers, building up the finish as recommended by the stain 
manufacturer.
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